
AIR MAIL ACT

The Air Mail Act of , also known as the Kelly Act, was a key piece of legislation that intended to free the airmail from total
control by the Post Office.

The Kelly Act, signed into law on February 2, , provided for a four year bidding period that would begin on
smaller feeder routes. The Air Commerce Act of established federal regulations regarding aircraft, airmen,
navigational facilities and the establishment of air traffic regulations. The Act created a bidding period for
small airmail routes, setting rates and subsidies contractors would receive for flying mail. The act, passed on
February 2, , provided for a four year bidding period that would begin on smaller "feeder" routes. Under the
Act, which President Calvin Coolidge signed into law, management of air routes was shifted to a newly
established aeronautics branch under the Commerce Department. The first amendment offered to the Kelly
Act was a change in subsidy payments. NASA has recently suggested that space transportation services
procurement may be expanded to orbital fuel depots an orbital propellant depot is a cache of propellant that is
placed in orbit around Earth or another body to allow spacecraft or the transfer stage of the spacecraft to be
fuelled in outer space; it is one of the types of space resource depot that have been proposed for enabling
infrastructure-based space exploration and lunar surface deliveries should the first phase of COTS prove
successful. Ironically, at the same time that European countries organised subsidised national flag lines and
followed practices that often discouraged innovation in the design of airliners, the United States of America
turned over civil aviation to commercial operators, where aggressive competition accelerated significant
developments in aviation technology and aircraft performance. Improved aircraft technology helped increase
the volume of mail and freight that could be carried. The Bureau of Air Commerce would monitor both routes
and equipment to ensure the safety of pilots. This eventually led to the use of commercial aircraft for
affordable passenger travel, as air travel transitioned from a dangerous, daredevil pastime to a routine
operation. William MacCracken Jr. The group, led by banking executive and future father-in-law of Charles
Lindbergh Dwight Morrow, was asked to recommend a national aviation policy. It depends for its existence
almost wholly upon orders placed by Government services. Air-cooled engines replaced water-cooled engines.
The McNary-Watres Act brought objections from numerous sources, including Melville Clyde Kelly, author
of the original airmail legislation, for placing too much power over the service in the hands of the Postmaster
General and the postal service. Accusations of political favoritism in the s led to passage of the Air Mail Act
of , which was designed to make the process of awarding contracts equitable and to make flying safer. The
Department of Commerce Aeronautical Division would be responsible for overseeing and implementing this
Act. The next major step in the evolution of U. Post Office to contract with private companies for mail
delivery. These examples demonstrated the positive benefits of public-private partnerships for advancing U.
As of June 3, , contractors were paid three American dollars per pound of mail for the first one thousand miles
travelled. The Airmail Act of Pamela Martin - Updated July 21, Government attempts to bolster the budding
aviation industry in the United States began in the late s. More than fifty years after Alan B. A project that
would not have been possible without the support of government bonds and land grants. The Air Mail Act of ,
also known as the Kelly Act, was a key piece of legislation that intended to free the airmail from total control
by the Post Office Department the predecessor of the United States Postal Service, in the form of a Cabinet
department officially from to  In June , Congress approved the Air Mail Act in an effort to correct the flaws in
air mail delivery practices. The report, presented on December 2, , included several recommendations,
including non-military government-set standards over civil aviation. The former Act stimulated design and
production of advanced planes to compete with rival carriers; the latter reassured insurance companies, private
investors, and banks that safety standards would be enforced. The act also set airmail rates and the level of the
subsidies contractors could receive for flying the mail. Ensuring the Safe Delivery The new law gave the
United States Postal Department the authority to return airmail contracts to private sector airlines, while the
Interstate Commerce Commission had the power to set the rates. Through , U. The following year, the Air
Commerce Act established a bureau to enforce procedures for the licensing of aircraft, engines, pilots, and
other personnel. Related Articles. In the first half of the 20th century, the Contract Air Mail Act more
commonly referred to as the Kelly Act incentivised commercial aviation by allowing the U. House of
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Representatives from Pennsylvania, and became legislation in February that year. The Act also set airmail
rates and the level of the subsidies contractors could receive for flying the mail.


